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Springer Science & Business Media
This dissertation aimed to identify
the linguistic characteristics of
specific language impairment
(SLI) as it presents itself in
Afrikaans. The study ascertained
whether (i) the comprehension
and production of grammatical
morphemes by Afrikaansspeaking children with SLI are
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delayed and/or deviant; (ii) the
children experience with
predictions made by current
grammatical morphemes and word
linguistic accounts of SLI are borne order are related to problems at
out by the Afrikaans data; and (iii) Spell-Out at PF. The problem
there is a need for an alternative,
appears not to lie in the
comprehensive account of SLI as it computational system as such, but
presents itself in Afrikaans. A series with syntax-phonology mapping.
of experimental tasks was
These children have difficulties
performed with three groups of
choosing the correct form for SpellAfrikaans-speaking children
Out, which may be related to the
(6-year-olds with SLI, and typically fact that these Spell-Out forms are
developing 4- and 6-year-olds),
not (yet) stored in as organised a
and spontaneous language samples manner as they are in the adult
were collected. The children with lexicon. This dissertation is of
SLI presented like younger
interest to scholars in the field of
typically developing ones on the
child language development as well
experimental tasks, but, in terms of as to speech-language therapists
the spontaneous production of
working with children with
grammatical morphemes, they
language impairment.
fared worse than both typically
Growing Up with South
developing groups. Furthermore, Africa Jossey-Bass
certain word order errors were
Incorporated Pub
made only by the children with
"This book offers insightful
SLI. It appears then that the
reflections on academic
language of Afrikaans-speaking
development practices. The
children with SLI is not merely
contributors engage the
delayed, but also somewhat
reader painstakingly in the
deviant. The predictions made by dynamics of professional
current linguistic accounts of SLI learning and effective
were not borne out by the
teaching. This volume
Afrikaans data. The alternative
facilitates the examination of
account proposed here is that the the need for reflection that
problems Afrikaans-speaking
leads to professional maturity.
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All educational institutions seek service, the new types of
teachers who continuously
sports that have emerged,
search for effective strategies athlete entrepreneurs and
in improving student success. their related business
The contributors uncover a
endeavors and how sport
variety of approaches as they influences innovation in
evince proven suggestions.
other industries. The main
The chapters are refreshing
themes of the book include:
and edifying. This book is
1) the development of
essential for all teachers,
sport entrepreneurship and
lecturers and trainers who
innovation, 2)
want to improve their teaching entrepreneurship and sport,
practice immensely".
3) innovation in sport, 4)
Professor Vuyisile T. Msila
internationalization and
Researcher at the Thabo
entrepreneurial behavior in
Mbeki African School of Public sport, 5) entrepreneurial
and International Affairs,
sport marketing, 6) sport in
University of South Africa.
entrepreneurial universities
Chemical Engineering III
and 7) the future for sport
Peter Lang
entrepreneurship and
This book features
innovation. This
international authors
interdisciplinary book will
discussing the role of
appeal to entrepreneurship,
entrepreneurship and
innovation and sport
innovation in the sports
management scholars,
context. It focuses on
students and practitioners.
topics such as the role of
Supervision Matters
entrepreneurial marketing CRC Press
in sport, how technological This title sets out
innovation has changed the
the issues and
way sport is played and
viewed, the globalization of requirements for
mobile learning
sport as a product and
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Modern instrumentation technology is a constantly-changing
kaleidoscope of technologi- cal
progress that is keeping pace with
the entire field of microelectronics. This is necessary to
keep up with the progress evident
in the industries that it supports.
As a result, the traditional
technology of industrial
instruments has evolved into one
of comprehensive instrumentation
sy- stems for an entire factory or
plant. This state-of-the-art book is
a handy, single-source reference
for information re- quired by
engineers in the instrumentation
business.
Towards professional learning
Simon and Schuster
Introduction to Financial
In today's very competitive retail
Accounting John Wiley & Sons environment retailers need to be
Instrumentation technology is
proactive. They also need to be
vitally important today since it
able to adapt to changing
supports the automation of a
situations and be aware of the
wide range of manufacturing
latest trends in retailing in order
factories, the chemical
to remain competitive. This
industryand electrical power
second edition focuses on the
gene- ration facilities. Engineers key elements and components
who are active in these and otinvolved in starting a retail
her fields need the technical
business as well as the practical
information and support proviissues that surround retailing.
ded by this comprehensive text. These issues include: The store

research and
presents recent
efforts to specify
appropriate
theoretical
frameworks,
research methods
and tools. Leading
researchers in the
field present their
experiences and
approaches to key
aspects of mobile
learning research
such as data
capture and
analysis.
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location; The store front, layout 2013, Hong Kong, 28-29
and interior design; Knowing
December 2013) and the 2nd
who the customers are and how SREE Workshop on Energy,
they buy; The right kinds of
Environment and Engineering
products to sell; Selecting
(WEEE 2013, which was a part of
suppliers; Managing stock and
CCE 2013). The contributions
limiting shrinkage; Setting the
discuss current practical
correct price; Planning
challenges and solutions in
markdowns and price changes;
Chemical Engineering, and
Developing a marketing
The Inside Story of the Media's
communication plan; Integrating Effect on Our Children Juta and
all of the above into a
Company Ltd
comprehensive and practical plan. Supervision is a critical function
The book places the relevance
of leadership that is often
and importance of these issues in overlooked, and yet the quality
perspective and in a practical way of supervision is often what
illustrates what retailers can do to makes or breaks a leader—and an
improve the success of their
organization. Supervision
businesses. Activities explain
Matters is full of bite-size ideas
certain concepts and South
for how to become a more
African examples illustrate
effective supervisor, including
various principles from a local
advice on how to be clear about
perspective. Aimed at students of expectations, giving helpful
commerce and entrepreneurs who feedback, manage yourself, and
want to start a retail business or more. Each chapter is structured
who already have a business and around how you approach a part
want to make it more successful. of your work as a supervisor:
Student Retention & Graduate
how you talk, how you think
Destination African Sun Media about others, how you run
Chemical Engineering III
meetings, how you lead, and
includes the proceedings of the more. Whether you’re a front3rd SREE Conference on
line supervisor or a CEO, this
Chemical Engineering (CCE
book will help you sharpen your
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skills and improve morale by
transforming your supervision
skills into user-friendly tactics
that work.

already experienced in the field,
as well as practitioners and
academics approaching the
subject for the first time. The
Clostridia Amsterdam
book also provides unique
University Press
insight into the development of
The global market for inflation- inflation-indexed derivative
indexed securities has
products, and the analytical
ballooned in recent years, and tools required to value such
this trend is set to continue.
instruments.
This book examines the
Bonds, Swaps and Other
rationale behind issuance and
Derivatives Vintage
investment decisions, and
Electron radiography is
details the issues facing
considered both
anyone who designs indexed
theoretically and empirically
securities, illustrating them
wherever possible with actual as a method of analysis
essentially of (1) thin
examples from the
international capital markets. biological sections, and (2)
polished metallurgical
In particular, an extensive
review of indexed debt
surfaces. Comparative
markets throughout the world illustrations are shown of
is provided - including for the this and complementary
first time, a comprehensive
techniques using soft X rays
and consistent set of cash flow and visible light; the scope
and price-yield equations for
and limitations of each are
the instruments already in
cited.
existence in the major bond
Duties of Assessors Taylor &
markets - forming an
Francis
important reference for those With contributions by numerous
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experts

providing a composite
Perspectives on Multilingual overview of strategic
Scholars' Approaches to
marketing and brand
Writing Nadeosa
communications of higher
Strategic Marketing of Higher education institutions in
Education in Africa explores Africa. It recognises that there
higher education marketing
is a growing need for
themes along the lines of
universities to understand the
understanding higher
stakeholders and develop
education markets, university strategies on how best to
branding and international
engage with them effectively.
marketing strategies, digital
Highlighting the unique
marketing, and student choice- characteristics, nature, and
making. The Higher Education challenges of African
landscape around the world is universities, this book explores
changing. There is global
the marketisation strategies of
competition for students’
African universities, with focus
enrolments, universities are
on the strategic digital
competing within their home marketing and brand
market as well as in the
management. The book
international market, and as
provides significant theoretical
government funding for public and marketing practice
universities is reducing there implications for academics,
is pressure on universities to higher-education
seek additional income by
administrators, and
increasing their student
practitioners on how best to
enrolment. African
market higher education in
universities are not an
Africa and reach out to
exception in this competitive prospective students.
market. This book is unique in International practitioners
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contributed to these increased
pressures. In the light of these
trends there have been moves,
both from national or regional
agencies and from individual
institutions to respond by
combining resources, either
Shakespeare in Southern
through collaborative
Africa Dewi Lewis Pub
arrangements or more
This volume casts light on
fundamentally through mergers
mergers and alliances in higher
between two or more universities.
education by examining
After an introductory chapter by
developments of this type in
the editors which establishes the
different countries. It combines
context for mergers and alliances,
the direct experiences of those at
the book falls into two main parts.
the heart of such transformations,
Part 1 takes a national or regional
university leaders and senior
perspective to give some sense of
officials responsible for higher
the historical context, the wider
education policy, with expert
drivers and the importance of
analysts of the systems
these developments in these
concerned. Higher education in
cases. Included are both systemic
Europe faces a series of major
accounts (for countries as France,
challenges. The economic crisis
Sweden, Romania, Russia, Wales
has accelerated expectations of
and England), and specific crossan increased role in addressing
cutting in itiatives including a
economic and societal challenges
major facility at Magurele in
while at the same time putting
Romania and a Spanish
pressure on available finances.
programme for promoting
Broader trends such as shifting
international campuses of
student demographics and
excellence. Part 2 is built from
expectations, globalisation and
specific cases of universities,
mobility and new ways of
either in mergers or alliances,
working with business have
with examples from different

aiming to market to Africans
and start a partnership with an
African university will also
find this relevant in
understanding the dynamics of
the African market.
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countries (such as France, UK,
authors illustrate in-depth
Romania, Spain, Germany,
descriptions of genre
Denmark, Finland, Switzerland). knowledge and academic
A concluding chapter by the
literacy development in first
editors assesses these experiences and second language writing.
and indicates the implications and
All of the data presented in the
future needs for understanding in
chapters are original, as well as
this domain.

innovative in the field in terms
of content and scope, and
thought-provoking regarding
theoretical, methodological and
educational approaches. The
contributions are also
representative of both novice
and advanced academic writing
experiences, providing further
insights into different stages of
academic literacy development
throughout the career-span of a
Advanced Haematology
researcher. Set against the
Dark Horse Comics
backdrop of
This edited book brings
together an international cast internationalisation trends in
Higher Education and the
of contributors to examine
pressure on multilingual
how academic literacy is
academics to publish their
learned and mastered in
research outcomes in English,
different tertiary education
this volume will be of use to
settings around the world.
Bringing to the fore the value academics and practitioners
of qualitative enquiry through interested in the fields of
Languages for Academic
ethnographic methods, the

Opportunities for Dentists
Human Sciences Research
Council
This book offers a view of
shifts in labour relations in
various parts of the world
over a breathtaking span,
from 1500 to 2000, with a
particular emphasis on
colonial institutions.
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Purposes, Applied Linguistics, presented at the Sixth
Literacy Skills, Genre Analysis International Conference on
and Acquisition and Language Advances in Fluid Mechanics.
Colonialism, Institutional
Education.
International Practice and
Emerging Opportunities Wit
Pr/Computational Mechanics
In this prelude to the exciting
new entry in the _Tomb Raider_
video game saga, lead game
writer Rhianna Pratchett reveals
the untold story behind Lara
Croft’s earliest adventure. Join
Lara and the crew of the
_Endurance_ as they prepare for
a thrilling journey to uncover the
lost kingdom of Yamatai. For
over fifteen years, the _Tomb
Raider_ adventures have been
some the most enduring and
popular in the world of video
games. Now, Lara Croft’s bold
new re-imagining is further
explored by some of comics’
most talented creators in this
exclusive volume.
Intermediate and Senior Phases
Springer Science & Business
Media
Covering the latest developments
in this field, this text features
edited versions of papers
Downloaded from

Change, and Shifts in
Global Labour Relations
Trans Tech Publications Ltd
Web version of an
exhibition originally held at
the National Portrait
Gallery, Sept. 26, 1997-Jan.
4, 1998. This site provides
information on the
collection of portraits by the
American photographer
Mathew Brady
(1823?-1896) in the
Gallery's collection as well
as biographical and
professional information on
Brady.
Strategic Marketing of Higher
Education in Africa Springer
Recent Methodology in
Chemical Sciences provides an
eclectic survey of contemporary
problems in experimental,
theoretical, and applied
chemistry. This book covers
recent trends in research with the
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different domain of the chemical their second and third years.
sciences. The chapters, written by Against this backdrop, the
knowledgeable researchers,
erstwhile research
provide different insights to the
programme on Human
modern-day research in the
domain of spectroscopy, plasma Resources Development
modification, and theoretical and initiated a research project to
computational analysis of
investigate more thoroughly
chemical problems. It covers
why students dropped out,
descriptions of experimental
what led them to persist in
techniques, discussions on
theoretical modeling, and much higher education to
graduation, and what made
more.

Experimental and
Theoretical Approach
CRC Press
Student attrition has been a
perennial theme in South
African higher education
throughout the decade. In its
National Plan for Higher
Education (2001), the
Department of Education
attributed high dropout rates
primarily to financial and/or
academic exclusions. Four
years later, it reported that
30% of students dropped out
in their first year of study
and a further 20% during
Downloaded from

for a successful transition to
the labour market. The
chapters in this volume
address these issues in
relation to one or more of
seven institutional case
studies conducted in 2005.
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